This paper presents a clause boundary identification system for Malayalam sentences using the machine learning approach CRF (Conditional Random Field).Malayalam Language is considered as a 'Left branching language' where verbs are seen at the end of the sentence. Clause boundary identification plays a vital role in many NLP applications and for Malayalam language, the clause boundary identification is not yet explored. The clause boundaries are identified here using grammatical features.
Introduction
The goal of clause identification is to divide sentences into clauses which typically contain a subject and a predicate. In NLP clause identification is considered as a shallow semantic parsing technique which can be useful in applications like Machine Translation, parallel corpora alignment, Information Extraction and speech applications. The clause boundary identification is done with the help of CRF (Conditional Random Fields) which is a statistical machine learning technique. The clauses can be identified as Main clauses and subordinate clauses. There are 8 types of subordinate clauses namely: Complementizer, Relative Participle, Relative, Temporal, Manner, Causality, Condition and Nominal. First three types of clauses are more syntactic while remaining five clauses are more semantic in nature. In our approach grammatical features are taken into consideration and Noun chunks are being identified instead of Nouns to study the sentence structure.Malayalam belongs to the category of relatively free order, agglutinative and morphologically rich languages. Hence the part-of speech-tagging provides more information. For the clause boundary identification we take into account the suffixes attached to the verb. In Malayalam language, the verbs are usually seen at the end of the sentence and the noun phrases take a position to the left of the verb. The subject in a sentence has possessive, nominative or dative marking.
Numerous techniques have been in use to identify the clause boundaries for different languages. Early experiments in the clause identification such as Eva Ejerhed's basic clause identification system (Ejerhed, 1988 ) for text to speech system, Papageorgiou's rule-based clause boundary system a preprocessing tool for bilingual alignment parallel text (Papageorgiou, 1997 ) . Leffa's rule-based system reduces clauses to noun, adjective or adverb, which was used in English/Portuguese machine translation system(Leffa, 1998).There were hybrid clause boundary identifying systems which uses memory based learning and post process it using rule-based system by Orasan (Orasan, 2000) . The clause identification was the shared task in CoNLL-2001 (Tjong et al., 2001 ).Carreras did a partial parsing of sentence, which makes a global inference on a local classifier and used a dynamic programming for choosing the best decomposition of sentence to clauses (Carreras et al., 2002) . Carreras did a phrase recognition using perceptrons and an online learning algorithm (Carreras et al., 2003) .Georgiana did a multilingual clause splitting experiment, where he used a machine learning technique and indicators of co-ordination and subordination with verb information ( Puscasu , 2004 ).
Here we have used conditional random fields (CRF) for clause boundary detection. CRF is an undirected graphical model, where the conditional probability of the output are maximized for a given input sequences .This is proved successful for most of the sequence labeling tasks, such as shallow parsing (Sha , 2003) ,named entity recognition task . CRF was used for clause splitting task by Vinh Van Nguyen, where they have also used linguistic information and a bottom-up dynamic algorithm for decoding to split a sentence into clauses (Nguyen et al., 2007 ) . In another experiment the clause identification was done using a hybrid method, where CRF and linguistic rules were used and cascaded by an error analyzer (Vijay et al., 2008) . In Indian languages, some are Statistical approaches using machine learning techniques for Tamil language (Vijay et al., 2009 ) which was 75% accurate.
Henceforth presented details are divided into the following sections. An introduction with related works was presented in section 1, section 2 describes our approach, where we give our method and the rules we have used. Section 3 is about the different evaluation and results obtained.
Section 4 comprises of Error Analysis and finally the conclusion and reference section is presented.
Our Approach
The clause identifier for Malayalam is built using CRF a machine learning technique. The CRF technique we have used grammatical rules as one of the major feature. The preprocessing of the sentences is done for part-of speech(pos) and chunking information and morphological information. The clause identifier has to learn the sentence structures. So here we have replaced the noun phrases in the sentence with a token np after preprocessing the sentence, retaining the morphological information of the head noun. In this Malayalam clause identifier-relative participle clause (RP), conditional clause (COND) and main clause (MCL) are identified.
Conditional Random Fields (CRF)
CRF has two phases for clause boundary identification: 
For this, an undirected and acyclic graph formed which contains the set of nodes {Xi } U Y(V ε X), adopts the properties by Markov, is called conditional random fields (CRF). Clause Boundary Detection is a shallow parsing technique so, CRF is used for this. Now Let o = (o1,...,oT )be some observed input data sequence, such as a sequence of words in a text document, (the values on T input nodes of the graphical model). Let S be a set of FSM states, each of which is associated with a label, l (such as PERSON). Let s =(s1...sT) be some sequence of states, (the values on T output nodes).
Linear-chain CRF thus define the conditional probability of a state sequence given as follows
Where Z0 a normalization factor over all state sequences, fk (st-1,st,,o,t) − is an arbitrary feature function over its arguments, and λk (ranging from −∞to∞) is a learned weight for each feature function. A feature function may, for example, be defined to have value 0 in most cases, and have value 1 if and only if st-1 is state #1 (which may have label OTHER), and st is state #2 (which may have START or END label),and the observation at position t in o is a relative pronoun or a conditional marker. Higher λ weights make their corresponding FSM transitions more likely, so the weight λk in the above example should be positive since the word appearing is any clause marker (such as conditional or relative clause marker) and it is likely to be the starting of a clause boundary.CRF++ available in open source (Kudo ,2005 ) is used in our approach.
Features
The vital part in any machine learning technique is to identify a proper feature set. We have used two types of features word level and structural level. At the word level we have considered the
• its part-of-speech and
Words with their appropriate morphological information was considered. In the clause type identification task words play a crucial part as word carries the information of the clause type. Part-of-speech information which provides the context and definition of the words in a sentence is also added as a column.In Malayalam, due to rich inflection, the part-of-speech tagging of the words contribute more information than in English. Chunking can be considered as the first step towards full parsing. Here we have taken a window of size five. The structural level features are the grammatical rules. The first column of the input represents the word, the second column is the part-of-speech tag and the next column is based on the morph analysis. The last column is based on the grammatical rules. It is described in the section below.
Rules for identifying clauses 2.3.1 Relative Participle Clauses
The relative participle clause is identified by the relative participle verb in a sentence. The relative participle (RP) verb will occur in three tense and 'a' is the relative participle suffix in Malayalam. Here the RP embedded clause is "innale vanna penkutti", "the girl who came yesterday".The RP is always followed by the NP that it modifies. The position of the embedded clause is not an issue.
Beginning of the RP clause is the first subject NP preceding the word containing the RP but excludes the subject NP.
The RP clause boundary is determined as per the 3 rules given below.
Rule 1. RP verb can be followed by a noun phrase (NP) and a postposition (PSP). The noun phrase will be inflected with case markers depending on the PSP that follows. That big-RP house I-DAT want.
(I want that big house.)
Rule 3. The RP clause can also have RP verb followed by PSP without NP in between.
Example 4:
Avide poya shesham ayaL ivide vannu.
There go-past+RP after she here come-PAST (He came here after he went there.)
The grammatical rules will work as follows
If the current token is np,the previous is RP verb and next word is not a PSP then the current np is marked as probable RP clause end.
-1 VM+RP=1 0 NP=1 RP clause end 1 PSP=0
If the current token is a PSP,the previous is a RP verb then current PSP is the probable RP clause end.
-1 VM+RP=1
PSP=1 RP clause end
If the current token is a Noun followed by a PSP and the previous is a RP verb then current PSP is the probable RP clause end.
-1 VM+RP=1 0 NP=0 1 PSP=1 RP clause end
Conditional Clauses
There are of two types of conditional clauses:
(1) purely conditional and (2) hypothetically conditional.
The purely conditional clause will take the morpheme "-a:l" as the suffix of the verb. Here the embedded clause is "nee nallavannam padicha:l"
The hypothetical one will take "enkil" as clause conditional particle.
Example 6:
nii atu cheyyumenkil njyan varaam you it do-FUT-COND I come-FUT-MOD (If you will do it,I will come.)
Beginning of the clause is the first subject NP preceding the VP containing the conditional marker.
The conditional clause ending is found with the rule given below.
If the current verb has a conditional marking suffix, then the current verb is marked for probable conditional clause end.
VM+CON=1 CON clause end
Once the innermost clause start is identified the rules are being implemented and then it is repeated until all the different clauses gets their boundaries. We have marked the RP clause start with the value 3 and clause end with -3.For Conditional it is 2 and -2 respectively.
An Example for RP clause handling can be considered.
Example 7:
Ushnakaattu veeshunna karnatakayilninn avan wayanattil ethi
Hotwind blow-PRES-RP karnataka-LOC-PSP he wayanad-LOC reach-PAST (From hotwind blowing karnataka, he reached wayanad.)
We do the preprocessing for the part-of-speech and chunking information, and analyze the words with morphanalyser .On the preprocessed text the noun phrase is replaced with np and the head noun morphological information is maintained. The other outputs are altered for better representation in the input to the clause identifier engine.
The altered input is shown below. We have taken 3638 sentences from tourism corpus and training to testing ratio was about 80% to 20%.We have tagged the sentences for Relative Participle Clauses, Conditional and Main clauses. We trained 2837 sentences and tested the system with 801 sentences.We have used the tags {RP} and {/RP} to mark the RP clause start and end and similarly {CON},{/CON} for Conditional clause start and end and {MCL},{/MCL} for Main clause start and end respectively.The sentences was first preprocessed for POS and chunking information and the words were morphological analyzed. The data is present in column format, with the words forming the first column, pos tags forming the second column, chunking information forming the third column, Boolean entries which obey the linguistic rules forms the fourth column and finally the fifth column is the clause boundary information. The training data of CoNLL had clause information on the fourth column, since we had to add the linguistic feature to the CRF module we used the fourth column for Boolean entries. The Evaluation of the system is given in Table1. Table1: Evaluation of the system.
ERROR ANALYSIS
For analysis of erroneous clause boundary marking done by the CRF, the training data was given for testing to the CRF system. From the results obtained it was noted that the RP clause end was not tagged properly when proper nouns with co-ordination marker was encountered. 
Conclusion
The system thus developed is the first automatic clause identifier in Malayalam .From the results it was shown that Conditional tags were more accurate. There was more number of RP tags in the starting of many sentences and it was observed that the correctness of RP opening tags was more than closing tags.RP opening tags had a precision of 96.21% and RP close tags had 78.67% precision. Reverse was the case for Conditional and MCL tags. Here we have tried using grammatical rules as one of the feature in Conditional Random Fields.
